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Experience natural elegance with the
Amistad Coffee Table. Meticulously
crafted with authentic mango wood,
this table’s durability matches its
stunning aesthetics. Non-marking
feet protect floors.
H: 17" x W: 44" x D: 26"

Featuring a one-of-a-kind raw edge
tabletop crafted from a solid piece of
acacia wood, Ardor is brimming with
natural beauty. This 60" dining table
rests on four powder-coated metal
hairpin legs.
H: 30" x W: 60" x D: 36"

The Ashlyn Bathroom Vanity brings
organic charm to your bathroom.
Crafted from durable mindi wood, this
vanity offers ample storage and
features soft-close cabinetry and a
ceramic sink basin.
H: 35" x W: 36" x D: 18"

The Fortitude Display Shelf features
three tiers of open shelves and is
crafted from MDF and particleboard
with a wood grain finish and a timber
style strip design. Round metal legs
offer stability.
H: 52" x W: 36" x D: 16"

Pinnacle’s distinct silhouette
showcases a curved backrest and an
open design. This modern bench
features dense foam padding,
upholstered in a tactile, nubby
textured boucle fabric.
H: 32" x W: 55" x D: 20"

Crafted with woven rope over a
rubberwood frame, Saoirse blends
contemporary design with tactile
elegance. The basket weave design,
angled legs, and crossbar supports
offer a comfortable experience.
H: 29" x W: 29" x D: 25"

The Toulouse Bar Stool comes
upholstered in stain-resistant
performance velvet fabric. The
curved backrest, circular seat, dense
foam padding, and tubular legs
provide unparalleled comfort.
H: 40" x W: 23" x D: 23"

Crafted from sturdy wood and
plywood, the Visible Sofa exudes
elegance with a tailored silhouette
and complementing bolster pillows.
This sofa features a heathered
weave polyester fabric upholstery.
H: 33" x W: 77" x D: 36"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Modway is a modern furniture company headquartered in New Jersey. We have over 10,000 SKUs stored in our strategically located east and
west coast warehouses totaling more than 1.5 million sq ft of dedicated space. We feature an extensive selection of color, size, and style options
with no order minimums, full drop-shipping capabilities, real-time inventory counts, and an easy online ordering process. 

Modway’s selection includes products from every major furniture category including living, dining, bedroom, bathroom, office, and outdoor. We
carry extensive lines of boxed mattresses and RTA furniture, as well as a wide selection of lighting. Catering to both indoor and outdoor needs,
we make it easy for you to find the perfect products. 

For more information, visit us at www.modway.com or stop by our showroom IHFC: H524.

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
Please contact this exhibitor for access to hi-res images.

PRESS RELEASES
Modway Adds Rolling Filing Cabinets and Wall-Mounted Desks to Their Collection of Office Furniture

http://highpointmarket.org/helpers/download-file.ashx?pressid=9390

